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            Abstract
Protecting secrets is a key challenge in our contemporary information-based era. In common situations, however, revealing secrets appears unavoidable; for instance, when identifying oneself in a bank to retrieve money. In turn, this may have highly undesirable consequences in the unlikely, yet not unrealistic, case where the bank’s security gets compromised. This naturally raises the question of whether disclosing secrets is fundamentally necessary for identifying oneself, or more generally for proving a statement to be correct. Developments in computer science provide an elegant solution via the concept of zero-knowledge proofs: a prover can convince a verifier of the validity of a certain statement without facilitating the elaboration of a proof at all1. In this work, we report the experimental realization of such a zero-knowledge protocol involving two separated verifier–prover pairs2. Security is enforced via the physical principle of special relativity3, and no computational assumption (such as the existence of one-way functions) is required. Our implementation exclusively relies on off-the-shelf equipment and works at both short (60 m) and long distances (≥400 m) in about one second. This demonstrates the practical potential of multi-prover zero-knowledge protocols, promising for identification tasks and blockchain applications such as cryptocurrencies or smart contracts4.
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                    Fig. 1: Relativistic zero-knowledge protocol for three-colourability on a short distance.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Illustration of a round of the protocol.
The colours are consistent with those of Fig. 1a and depict a typical round where the verifiers ask the same edge to the provers, here \(\{1,2\}\), but where \(b\ne b\text{'}\) so that they check in the end that \({a}_{0}+a{\text{'}}_{0}\) ≢ \({a}_{1}+a{\text{'}}_{1}({\rm{m}}{\rm{o}}{\rm{d}}\,3)\). In this example we have \({{\ell }}_{1}^{0}=2,{{\ell }}_{1}^{1}=1,{{\ell }}_{2}^{0}=0,{{\ell }}_{2}^{1}=1\); note that, despite the adjacency of the vertices 1 and 2, the equality \({{\ell }}_{1}^{1}={{\ell }}_{2}^{1}\) is legal as the labellings \({{\ell }}_{k}^{b}\) do not need to be colourings.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Illustration of the hardware used in our two implementations.
a, b, The GPS version (a) and the triggered version (b). The essential difference is the method used for synchronizing the verifiers’ questions. In a the connection is wireless as it uses communication with satellites at the expense of a higher imprecision thus further verifier–prover pairs. In b the connection is physical and oriented from the first to the second verifier; the former sends a trigger through the fibre and delays their action by the time needed for this signal to reach the latter. With a better accuracy this second method allows for shorter distances between the verifier–prover pairs, here 60 m but arguably improvable.
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